[Characterization of dynamic behavior of side groups of globular proteins by spin-label, NMR and luminescence polarization methods].
In this work we suggest a quantitative estimation of a complicated motion of side groups of globular proteins. In the general case, three basic parameters determine the motion: (a) rotational correlation time of a side unit under study, or covalently bound spin label, or dye, (b) parameter S that reflects sterical restrictions for re-orientation of the given unit (these two parameters depending on the side-chain structure and its conformational change within the immediate dynamic protein surrounding whereas correlation times of side units on microviscosity in addition), (c) rotational correlation time of protein globule. These parameters can be measured by spin-label, NMR and fluorescence polarization techniques. An attempt to describe a complicated dynamic behaviour of side units of protein macromolecules with a single dynamics parameter--rotational correlation time--not only leads to a loss of part of information about the local structural dynamics of macromolecules but also can diminish the tau value.